Kaizen BluCloud from Netwurx Technology Group

Kaizen BluCloud Server is for SMBs—not
developers or enterprises.

Questions? Contact us at 941-840-5995
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Why businesses are moving to the cloud

BluCloud Server is an enterprise-grade cloud application
infrastructure. Unlike developers clouds or enterprise
clouds, BluCloud Server is designed for specific SMB
business needs and use-cases.

Small businesses will shift 2.4M on-premise servers into
the cloud over the next three years. The cloud lets SMBs
leverage enterprise-grade datacenters for performance,
reliability and scale economies that far exceed the reach of
on-premise servers.

About Netwurx and Kaizen

Key Differentiators (details on other side)

Kaizen offers cloud-based solutions for your business
with seamless integration and scalability. Kaizen will
grow with you and provides one point of contact, one
bill, and one team that is intimately familiar with your
entire technology front, not just one piece of it.

1.

Designed for SMBs

4.

Predictable pricing

2.

Free, expert
migration & support

5.

Broad configurability

6.

Simple scalability

3.

Full control

All Cloud Server packages come standard with elements that meet SMB business needs.

Kaizen BluCloud
Server

This includes: 99.999% SLA • Firewall • VPN • Public IP • Infrastructure management •
Nightly backups • Resource monitoring • Windows 2008 Enterprise OS • IIS

Reliable

BluCloud Server I

BluCloud Server II

BluCloud Server III

BluCloud Server IV

•

1 vCPU

•

1 vCPU

•

2 vCPU

•

3 vCPU

•

1 GB Memory

•

2 GB Memory

•

3 GB Memory

•

4 GB Memory

•

50 GB Storage

•

100 GB Storage

•

150 GB Storage

•

200 GB Storage

Feature Rich

300 GB Bandwidth

Automated provisioning,
upgrades, firewall, & VPN

•

50 GB Bandwidth

•

100 GB Bandwidth

•

200 GB Bandwidth

•

Common use-cases:

Common use-cases:

Common use-cases:

Common use-cases:

DHCP Server, DNS Server,
Active Directory

QuickBooks, Sage ACT!,
small file server

Project server, front-end
server, web server

Terminal Services (5-10
users), SQL Server

Super premium performance
and security – including
99.999% SLA

Application Friendly
95% of all applications will
run on Cloud Server

Easily Configured &
Provisioned
BluCloud offers a fully managed server as well as predictable costs, familiar technologies
and full control over your cloud environments. Ask about additional vCPUs, memory, storage,
extended backup, bandwidth, SQL Server and additional IPs.

End user control panel
integration, workload
migration & pre-configuration
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Questions? Contact us at 941-840-5995

What makes Kaizen BluCloud Server ideal for SMBs?
1. Designed specifically for SMBs

2. Free migration & support

Most clouds are packaged to
appeal to developers or enterprise
users, but SMBs need predictable,
worry-free experiences.
Kaizen BluCloud Serer is built
specifically around SMB needs.
To support their steady-state use
cases, each BluCloud Server
package includes 99.999% service
level agreement uptime, firewall,
VPN and a monthly bandwidth
allocation.

3. Full control
We give you full control over your
cloud environment.

Call for more information.

This includes command line access
to all of your virtual machines, the
ability to customize your firewall
and site-to-site VPN, and full
visibility into the cloud environment
through our robust web-based
control panel.

Compare Kaizen BluCloud Server to other
clouds:
Some clouds limit access to and control over your virtual
machines. Some clouds push unfamiliar technologies on
you. Some clouds only offer metered billing, which
makes costs unpredictable.
Not BluCloud Server. BluCloud Server provides
predictable pricing and the control you need.

4. Predictable pricing

5. Broad configurability

Kaizen BluCloud Server offers
fixed monthly pricing. Unlike
metered clouds, this predictability
lets SMBs utilize their cloud without
worrying about unexpected
charges.

Kaizen BluCloud Server offers
multiple server configurations to
match any use-case. Each
configuration can be customized
with additional memory, processing
and storage resources.

6. Simple scalability

Compare Kaizen BluCloud Server to onpremise servers:

Kaizen BluCloud Server lets you
add storage, memory and vCPUs
from your control panel, without
redeployment. You can downgrade
memory and vCPUs from your
control panel as well. New VMs
can be provisioned within minutes.

On-premise servers can’t match our best-of-breed
infrastructure components, our enterprise-grade
datacenter, or our top-tier providers.
With a 99.999% financially backed SLA, Kaizen
BluCloud Server’s datacenter is audited yearly to assure
SSAE16 SOC 1 Type II compliance.
With BluCloud, SMBs avoid regular capital outlay for
hardware and software, as well as the labor costs of
building and maintaining a solution. And while onpremise servers can take hours or even days to bring
online, our VMs are up and running within minutes.

More information about Cloud Server from Kaizen and Netwurx Technology Group
Visit us for more info: http://www.netwurxgroup.com/kaizen

